INAP’s subsidiary iWeb Technologies Inc. Renews Multi-year Agreement with One of Canada’s
Largest Pension Investment Managers
September 17, 2018
Agreement is for a long-term colocation contract at one of INAP’s four Montreal data centers

iWeb chosen by this significant financial services customer, with over $100 billion in assets, for its strategic location, power and dedicated security
protocols
RESTON, Va., Sept. 17, 2018 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Internap Corporation (NASDAQ:INAP), a leading provider of high-performance data center
services including colocation, cloud and network, and one of Canada’s largest pension investment managers, today announced a multi-year
colocation deal in INAP’s Tier 3 design Montreal data center.
This renowned financial services customer handles some of the largest Canadian public entities and renewed their relationship with iWeb based on a
successful 5-year track record of meeting all requirements. Under terms of the deal, iWeb will provide robust connectivity, guaranteed 100% power
uptime and network access, all within a high-density green environment.
“We are happy to announce that a significant financial services customer has renewed for another multi-year colocation commitment at one of our
Montreal data centers,” said Roberto Montesi, SVP & GM iWeb Technologies. “We continually work with our customers to understand and evaluate
their evolving IT Infrastructure needs, in order to adapt our solutions accordingly and contribute to great, long term relationships.”
About INAP
Internap Corporation (NASDAQ: INAP) is a leading provider of high-performance data center services, including colocation, cloud and network. INAP
partners with its customers, who range from the Fortune 500 to emerging start-ups, to create secure, scalable and reliable IT infrastructure solutions
that meet the customer’s unique business requirements. INAP operates in 56, primarily Tier 3 design, data centers in 21 metropolitan markets and has
99 POPs around the world. INAP has over 1 million gross square feet in its portfolio, with approximately 600,000 square feet of sellable data center
space. For more information, visit www.inap.com.
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